As for These Sheep,
What Have They Done?
by Jeremy James
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Not all pastors are shepherds. Indeed, recent experience would suggest that many of
them are impostors.
What is worse, their congregations would seem to like it that way:
“The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule
by their means; and my people love to have it so: and
what will ye do in the end thereof?” (Jeremiah 5:31)

So we too must ask the same question: Where will it all end?
Unfortunately, we know where it will all end, but the church today exhibits the same
mental rigidity that has afflicted mankind for millennia. Most congregations believe
that everything will continue just as it has up to now and that change, where it occurs,
will be gradual, piecemeal and predictable.
This comforting thought filled the minds of everyone in Judea during the time of
Jeremiah. Again and again the courageous Levite issued warnings of an impending
calamity, which everyone ignored. Jerusalem, they reasoned, was too important in the
scheme of things to be destroyed. God Himself would never allow such a catastrophe
to befall His beloved city. But they were wrong.
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Delayed or deferred?
The delay, as they saw it, was proof that it would never happen. After all, Jeremiah had
been saying much the same thing for more than thirty years. They took the patience
and long-suffering of God as a sign that the baleful prophecies uttered by Jeremiah
were not to be taken literally. They forgot that His Word was like a fire and like a
hammer that breaks the rock in pieces (Jeremiah 23:29).
Over the past fifty years or more, the pastors and preachers of America have ignored
the application of Bible prophecy to their own country. While the U.S. is not identified
in Scripture, the truths of Scripture apply to it regardless, just as they do to any other
country. Where inquity prevails, judgment will eventually fall. We cannot assume, as
did the people of Judea, that judgment delayed is judgment deferred.
Neither should we imagine that America is somehow akin to Jerusalem and therefore
exempt from the wholesale judgment of God. Jerusalem was crushed in 586 B.C.,
despite the innumerable testimonies in Scripture to its significance and to its precious
role in the LORD’s prophetic plan.
A few voices were preaching this message in America as recently as the 1960s, but only
a few. As the 1970s progressed, a strange silence descended, as if by design, a silence
which has persisted to this day.

Vance Havner

As we noted in an earlier paper (#84), one of the great voices of that era was Vance
Havner, a preacher who travelled back and forth across America with a Gospel
message that spurned compromise in all its forms. How many pastors in this hour of
great darkness are preaching a warning that comes remotely close to the one sounded
by this godly man? –
“The depths of present-day human depravity are too vile for any word in
our language to describe. We are seeing not ordinary moral corruption,
but evil double-distilled and compounded in weird, uncanny, and
demonic combinations and concoctions of iniquity never heard of a
generation ago.” – Why Not Just Be Christians?, 1964
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Nearly two generations have passed since Havner spoke those solemn words. The
situation today is considerably worse, and yet most pastors are still silent!
Little by little, sin has been made to seem less sinful. As Havner put it, those who
should be living in the light have decided instead to become accustomed to the dark.
And the longer they sit in the dark, the more they adjust to it, so that today we have a
“broadminded tolerance” (Havner) that is nothing less than a peaceful coexistence
with evil.
This failure to condemn evil is at the very heart of all our troubles, a stunning inability
to mourn the extent to which a rebellious world continues to offend – outrageously
and contemptuously – an awesomely holy God. How many today sigh and cry for all
the abominations that are committed in the midst of our so-called Christian
communities?
Many pastors today would rather grieve the Holy Spirit than offend the wicked!

Jeremiah by Enrico Glicenstein

Straight talking
Straight talking often causes offense. Despite the many verses in Scripture which urge
us to welcome godly rebuke, few Christians today are willing to accept it. They will
even gang up on a brother or sister who dares to sound an unwelcome warning. They
are condemned as ‘judgmental’ and their attitude is deemed divisive or unhelpful.
Some of this resistance actually stems from a basic misunderstanding about salvation.
H A Ironside told a story from his travels that illustrates the nub of the problem:
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“Perhaps some of you feel like saying what one of the Hopi Indians said to
me one time after I had tried to put before them the responsibility of a
Christian. They had a rather peculiar name for me; it was, “The Man with
the Iron Voice”; and he said, “Man with the Iron Voice, you have made the
way very hard today. I thought I was saved by grace alone, but now it looks
as though I have to walk to heaven on the edge of a razor.” We are saved by
grace alone, but we are called to walk in holiness, and while we have no
ability to do it ourselves, the Holy Spirit has come to dwell in every believer
and He is the power of the new life. If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk
in the Spirit, and we will be enabled thus to honor the Lord Jesus Christ by
holy, unworldly, devoted, godly lives.”
– Notes on 1 Corinthians 5 by H A Ironside
The great preacher was saying that the Holy Spirit within us will always call us to live
godly and holy lives. This means living in complete obedience to His Word. And we
can do this if and only if we love the LORD. However, if we love the LORD, we will hate
evil. It cannot be otherwise.
“Ye that love the LORD, hate evil:” (Psalm 97:10)

Alas the church today has replaced this with, in Havner’s words, “a peaceful coexistence with evil.”

H. A. Ironside

Demonism
Merrill Unger traces this blindness and betrayal all the way back to the 1930s. For
many years he warned of something that few Christians, then or now, wanted to hear.
Steeped in a deep understanding of God’s Word, he could discern the extent to which
demonism had infiltrated the church. He recognized that this activity was not
peripheral to the life of the saints, but had been a constant source of opposition and
aggravation from the earliest times.
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His fine commentary on the Old Testament makes many insightful references to the
role that demonic activity plays in blighting the lives of the righteous. The constant
departure of the Israelites from the worship of the LORD was nothing less than a
craven capitulation to the siren call of darkness.

As it was then, so it is today
As it was then, so it is today.
It is impossible to understand the New Testament without recognizing that virtually
everything we are told within its pages and everything we are asked to do is intended
to protect us from the powers of darkness.
Unger was able to demonstrate that the same demonic oppression that held Cain in
bondage, that drove Saul’s obsession to hunt down David, that caused Solomon – via
his many demon-worshipping wives – to depart from the LORD, that tricked Israelite
parents into sacrificing their own children to Moloch, and that led to so many cases of
demon-possession in the time of Christ, is still effectually at work in the world today.
What is worse, its influence is accelerating and its main target is the Church.
Unger explained where this was leading:
“The prophetic Scriptures foretell a terrifying outburst of magic and
occultism at the end of the age. This is predicted to take place before the
rapture of the church (1 Timothy 4:1-6; 2 Timothy 3:1-8). But this phase
is merely preparatory to the shocking demonization of society after the
rapture (2 Thessalonians 2:8-10; Revelation 9:1-2, 20-21, 13:11-15)….
Already we find ourselves in the incipient stages of this prophesied
outburst of demon activity of the last days. The great apostasy of the
Thirties, Forties, and Fifties set the state for the lawless God-is-dead
theology and the so-called “new morality” of the Sixties. This in turn
opened the way for the age of the demon and the era of occultism and
magic of the Seventies.”
– Merrill Unger, What Demons Can Do to Saints, 1977, p.207

Merrill F Unger
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In the Age of the Demon
Unger rightly recognized that the 1970s opened the way to “the age of the demon,” a
period in history where men could no longer distinguish clearly between the things of
God and the things of Satan. In its soothing moral relativism all fear of God would
simply disappear. The pangs of conscience which troubled our forebears would no
longer be reported.
This is where we are today, fifty years later, where naïve preachers use scenes from
‘Harry Potter’ books to illustrate Biblical principles, where the sharp distinction
between a saint and a celebrity is largely forgotten, and where few if any in the
congregation tremble at the Word of God. His wrath is but a memory and our fallen
condition a mere veil over our unlimited potential.
Havner saw it coming. As early as 1940 he said:
“It is an undeniable fact that we have before us today the greatest
opportunity for living and preaching the gospel in all history. The fields
are white unto harvest, and I had better be living right now than at any
period in the record of the church. But it is also pitifully true that at no
time have Bible Christians bungled their opportunity more miserably
than today. At no time have believers handled more awkwardly their
privileges than at this time.” – Vance Havner, 1940
Were he around to give it, we can be certain that his assessment of where we stand
today would be horrifying. And yet there is barely a hint from the visible church that
this catastrophic collapse has occurred.
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The Age of the Demon has unleashed a giant wave of self-delusion, where Freemasons,
Marxists, Jesuits, atheists and sundry other impostors have had no difficulty
infiltrating the church and taking over key leadership positions. They have changed
and defiled the Word of God, replaced godly hymns with soppy ditties, traded edifying
books for kooky garbage, substituted repetitious and meditative clichés for heartfelt
prayer, mocked and alienated godly believers, abandoned evangelism and missionary
endeavor, and even taught their children to sing hymns with words and phrases like “I
am special”.
That’s what demons do.
But it’s only part of what they do. There is another side to their work, the side which
blinds us to Satan’s long-term plan, if not to his very existence. So, while Christians
are calmly taking off their armor and bathing in complacency, the Enemy is stealthily
constructing an open terrarium around society, a mode of existence whose laws and
dynamics closely resemble those of God Almighty but which are founded entirely on
demonic principles.
His ultimate goal is a godless totalitarian regime embracing the entire earth. Into this
he will pour his own religious system, a set of ‘illuminating’ tenets that will enable
mankind to open itself more completely to demonic influence. This will be “the
shocking demonization of society” to which Unger referred.
Has your pastor mentioned any of this lately?

The iron altar in Satan’s honor at the
United Nations headquarters in New York.
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The Devils’ Strategy
Havner tried to warn the church that this was coming. He didn’t have Unger’s insight
into the demonic realm, but he saw very clearly the methods that Satan was using to
blind the church to what he was doing:
“The devil’s strategy today reminds us of the Viet Nam war. There is
no front line now. The world has infiltrated the church until it is
honeycombed with unbelief and worldliness. The enemy is all around
us, behind us, and beside us. All this talk about joining hands, closing
ranks and marching ahead overlooks the nature of our conflict.
Christians, the salt of the earth, should permeate society, but the
professing church instead is being permeated by the world and molded
by the age. Issues are no longer clearly defined, and we are in guerilla
warfare. The traitor in our ranks is more dangerous than the enemy
ahead. These are extremely weird and strange times, and the rules of
ordinary procedure do not cover the situation.” – Seasonings, 1970.
Bear in mind, he was speaking more than fifty years ago when he said, “These are
extremely weird and strange times, and the rules of ordinary procedure do not cover
the situation.”
If pastors today are still using “the rules of ordinary procedure” to assess the situation,
rules that weren’t valid even fifty years ago, then they cannot possibly see how bad
things have now become.

Wuhan, China, epicenter of the corona virus outbreak.
In China as a whole, 600 million people are in ‘lockdown’.
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Christians seem to have forgotten the suffering
of their brothers and sisters in China.

Diagnosis and Prognosis
Since we have studied the existing condition of the church in many of our previous
papers, we will not go over the same ground again. Our main concern in this paper is
to highlight the need for vigilance. Even rock-solid Christians, if struck from behind
by a bone-shattering blow, may be tempted to lose heart, to curl up in a ball and await
their fate. But if we are wearing our armor, the blow will not shatter our bones! Yes, it
may knock us over and leave us reeling for a moment, but, with Christ at our side, our
shield and our strength, we should be able to get right back up again.
Alas, our armor will not protect us from grief. We will shed tears, just as Paul did:
“…serving the Lord with all humility of mind, and with many tears, and
temptations…” (Acts 20:19).

And Christ wept at the tomb of Lazarus.
We may also cry out as David did, after he had foolishly commanded that the people
be numbered: “…but as for these sheep, what have they done?” (1 Chronicles
21:17). The judgment of God fell on the country as a whole, even though the sin was
David’s.
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Today America and the entire western world, the region we once called Christendom,
is burdened with an immense accumulation of unconfessed sin. The majority of
professing Christians are largely untroubled by the offense that this must cause an
awesomely Holy God. They are also unimpressed by the many occasions in the Bible
where such a grievous state of affairs was not allowed to continue. When all warnings
are exhausted, the hammer falls.
It will be easier to grieve that this was necessary – “…bewail the burning which the
LORD hath kindled…” (Leviticus 10:6) – than to seek an explanation which, in our
troubled state, we cannot understand.
Many will turn to Job. The following verses will likely sum up both their predicament
and its solution:
“I will say unto God, Do not condemn me; shew me
wherefore thou contendest with me. Is it good unto
thee that thou shouldest oppress, that thou shouldest
despise the work of thine hands, and shine upon the
counsel of the wicked?” (Job 10:2-3)
“He teareth me in his wrath, who hateth me: he
gnasheth upon me with his teeth; mine enemy
sharpeneth his eyes upon me.” (Job 16:9)
“Behold, I go forward, but he is not there; and
backward, but I cannot perceive him: On the left hand,
where he doth work, but I cannot behold him: he
hideth himself on the right hand, that I cannot see him:
But he knoweth the way that I take: when he hath tried
me, I shall come forth as gold.” (Job 23:8-10)

And that is how it will be: When He has tried us we will come forth as gold. Praise the
LORD!

An unintended warning
For several years, until his death in 2014 at the age of 85, Stan Monteith hosted an
online show called Radio Liberty. In 2012, if I recall correctly, he reported a news item
which had been passed on to him by one of his contacts. It concerned Janet Napolitano
who at that time was head of Homeland Security. According to his informant she
happened to bump into a former school-friend at a social gathering. They had not seen
each other for years and soon got chatting about old times. As they parted, Napolitano
sternly advised her friend as follows (we paraphrase) “Stock up with enough food and
water to maintain you and your family for six weeks.”
I have not been able to track down any online references to this remark.
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In a few of our previous papers we tried to identify the method that the Elite would use
to hide their responsibility for the coming financial collapse (see, for example, #179,
#206 and #214). These included a punitive trade war with China, a banking crisis in
Europe on foot of Brexit, and a major false flag attack on mainland USA, specifically
Washington DC or a large city on the west coast. The Elite, it would appear, have
actually picked something even more destructive, a deadly pandemic caused by a virus
which could only have been produced in a laboratory.

Stan Monteith

Janet Napolitano

Covid-19
The official name they have chosen for this virus – Covid-19 – is very revealing. The
Illuminati like their little jokes. Just as a canid [dog] is canine, a bovid [cow] is bovine,
a vulpid [fox] is vulpine, and a corvid [crow] is corvine, the covid is covine. Covine is
an archaic English word meaning ‘fraud; deception’.
The excerpts overleaf from The New Oxford Dictionary of English (1998) show that
the same word is also the root for ‘coven’.

The ‘official’ name for the new coronavirus:
COVID-19
On 11 February 2020, ICTV introduced the name severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) to refer to
the virus strain previously known as 2019-nCoV. Earlier the
same day, the WHO officially renamed the disease caused by the
virus strain from 2019-nCoV acute respiratory disease to
"coronavirus disease 2019" (COVID-19). – Wikipedia
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Edition 1998

Event 201
The Elite – the ‘coven’ who gave the world this ‘covine’ disease – like to signal their
sinister intentions, possibly because their Master wants to be like God. Since we are
told in Amos 3:7 that the LORD tells his prophets in advance (and therefore his people)
what He intends to do, the Enemy tries to do likewise:
“Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret
unto his servants the prophets.” (Amos 3:7)

We were given a bizarre demonstration of this on 18 October 2019 when ‘Event 201’
was held in New York. The highlights video on YouTube is introduced by the following
text:
“Selected moments from the Event 201 pandemic tabletop exercise hosted by The
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security in partnership with the World Economic
Forum and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation on October 18, 2019, in New York,
NY. The exercise illustrated the pandemic preparedness efforts needed to diminish the
large-scale economic and societal consequences of a severe pandemic. Drawing from
actual events, Event 201 identifies important policy issues and preparedness challenges
that could be solved with sufficient political will and attention. These issues were
designed in a narrative to engage and educate the participants and the audience.”
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_____________________________________________________
Note the date it was posted: November 4th 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174

The text also states that “EVENT 201 IS A FICTIONAL EXERCISE AND DISEASE.”
The blurb includes the World Health Organization logo, as well as the logo of the socalled Center for Health Security:
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In their grand summary, their ‘Scenario Epilogue’, the sponsors claim that this
‘fictional’ event – a deadly worldwide pandemic caused by a highly contagious
coronavirus – will have “catastrophic consequences” – “Economists say the economic
turmoil caused by such a pandemic could last for years if not a decade.”
Within six months, according to their supposed simulation, cases were occurring in
nearly every country. Mega cities were especially hard hit. Incredibly, 65 million
people died in the first 18 months. World GDP fell by 11 percent (seemingly over the
same period) and stock markets around the world plummeted by between 20 percent
and 40 percent.
Is this not exactly the ‘Scenario Epilogue’ that the Elite would want, where all blame
for the coming economic collapse would fall squarely on a deadly disease?

A manmade disease
There are many reasons to believe that ‘Covid-19’ was produced in a laboratory:
1. It appeared at exactly the right time to account for the coming economic collapse.
2. It appeared in the right place, in the Chinese industrial heartland, the current
engine of world economic growth.
3. It appeared under exactly the right circumstances, when millions of people were
making a brief visit to China during their New Year celebrations and returning
immediately to their country of residence. The only annual migration on a similar
scale is the Haj to Mecca.
4. The country that is hit first will recover first. This means that, should a hot war
ensure, China will be better prepared than any other country, including the US.
5. Wuhan, the epicenter of the outbreak, is home to China’s most important bioweapons laboratory. This offers a plausible explanation for the location of the
outbreak, as well as a possible excuse – if not a casus belli – for holding the Chinese
government responsible for the pandemic and its aftermath.
6. A team of medical scientists in India recently published a paper, which they were
later compelled to withdraw, which identified strands of the HIV virus in the genetic
material of the coronavirus. The chances that this would have occurred by accident
are astronomical.
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7. The virus itself possesses several characteristics or properties which are
considered ideal in a bio-weapon: (a) it is highly contagious; (b) it can spread on
contact and in aerosol form; (c) it is contagious for several days before symptoms
appear; (d) it can survive on a smooth surface for several days; (e) treatment after
hospitalization is very labour intensive; (f) as a virus, rather than a bacterium, it is
not responsive to antibiotics; and (g) it proves fatal in many cases, even in otherwise
healthy individuals.

CONCLUSION
For anyone who has studied the history of eugenics, none of this is surprising. The
Elite have always described the potentially massive fatalities from deadly pandemics
and widespread famine as ultimately beneficial to mankind. This is why they have
funded sophisticated programs for decades, under the umbrella of military research,
for the sole purpose of developing a wide array of deadly diseases.

The same demonic entities that worked in their fathers and grandfathers are working
in them today. Their grandfathers gave us, for example, the wanton butchery of the
Somme and the insane fire-bombing of Dresden and dozens of Japanese cities. Their
fathers gave us the Korean War, the Vietnam War, and mayhem in the Middle East.
And today their demonized descendants are hoping to witness the fulfilment of the
Great Plan – see paper #39 for a detailed analysis of that plan. If tens of millions have
to die along the way, so be it. As sworn servants of Satan they take great pleasure in
culling the ‘herd’ as they call it.
Having said that, the current outbreak would not appear to have a strictly genocidal
purpose. It would seem, rather, to be a trigger event, the opening salvo in a campaign
that the Elite have planned for over a hundred years.
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We would urge our readers to ensure that they have enough supplies in store to meet
the needs of their families should a general quarantine be imposed. A supply of
colloidal silver would also be desirable. (If you are unfamiliar with the therapeutic
value of this product, please look it up online.)
***
“Deliver me from mine enemies, O my God:
defend me from them that rise up against me.
Deliver me from the workers of iniquity,
and save me from bloody men.
For, lo, they lie in wait for my soul:
the mighty are gathered against me;
not for my transgression, nor for my sin, O LORD.”
– Psalm 59:1-3

_________________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
February 14, 2020
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